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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we are all aware, the last decade has been one of great upheaval and transformation globally and the Irish pensions industry is no exception. In this slide, I’ve tried to pick out some of the key changes/events that have occurred in the Irish DC landscape over the last ten years. Clearly, it is not possible to include all of the changes that have happened over the period but my aim was to include those that were both influential and, in some cases, unexpected, in order to demonstrate not only the volume of governance tasks faced by trustees but also the range of changes impacting on pension schemes. For instance, it could not be said that the Pensions Levy or Brexit were fully anticipated by any trustee board but both did, or will, create particular governance challenges for DC trustees just as much as the introduction of formal trustee training or Statements of Reasonable Projection did. Also interesting to observe is that almost half the changes highlighted on the slide, and which could be argued include some of the most taxing issues faced by DC trustees to date, have occurred since January 2016.



 Not going away

 Trustees must be able to 
demonstrate compliance

 Cyber risk is now becoming a 
concern for trustees

GDPR Roadmap IORP II Directive

 Roadmap for Pensions 
Reform, 2018-2023 launched 
28th February

 Six strands but two of 
particular relevance to DC 
trustees:
o Strand 2 – Auto 

Enrolment
o Strand 3 – Improving 

Governance & Regulation

 Must be transposed into Irish 
law by 13th January 2019

 Legislation expected by end 
Q3 2018

 Included in Strand 3 of the 
Roadmap

But more to come………
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After such a busy decade, you would be forgiven for thinking that a well deserved rest was in order! However, preparations are already underway, or in place, for several key pieces of legislation that will significantly influence DC trustees’ governance agendas over the forthcoming decade. The three big ticket items, as we see it, for DC trustees will be:Continued compliance with the General Data Protection Regulations or GDPR which was implemented recently on 25th May 2018;The Government’s Roadmap for Pensions Reform, 2018-2023, which was launched earlier this year on 28th February 2018; andThe transposition of the EU IORP II Directive into Irish law by 13th January 2019 and the associated requirements which will fall out of thisGDPR has clearly been omnipresent for the last six months as individuals and organisations sought to achieve compliance by the 25th May 2018 deadline. For many trustee groups, the process has been particularly difficult and some are still working towards compliance. It would be a mistake, however, to think that the hard work is over once compliance is attained. GDPR is not going away and trustees should already be making it a key element of governance plans. As data controllers, trustees must be able to demonstrate compliance through data inventories, data policies, privacy notices and appropriate data processing agreements. All of these should be viewed as ‘living documents’ and reviewed on a regular basis in the same way that trustees risk registers are reviewed and updated. Trustees must also develop a data protection mindset such that everything a scheme does is viewed through the prism of GDPR first and appropriate protections built in. One element of this learning curve which hasn’t been explored by many Irish trustees yet is Cyber Risk. Pension schemes hold vast quantities of personal data which is hugely valuable to cyber criminals but this has not garnered much attention from Irish trustee boards to date. The UK Pensions Regulator recently issued guidance for trustees on cyber security and Irish trustees should be prepared for developments here in this area in due course.Turning to the Roadmap for Pensions Reform 2018-2023, this is a seminal document which, if each of its six strands are realised, will have far reaching consequences for the Irish pensions landscape. Due to our limited time, I’m going to focus on the two strands of the Roadmap which are of particular relevance to our governance discussion and the audience of DC trustees here today. It should be noted that implementation of the IORP II Directive is included within Strand 3 of the Roadmap and I will therefore cover the potential implications of this important piece of legislation in that context.
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Roadmap for Pensions Reform – Focus on Strands 2 & 3
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Under the second strand of the Roadmap, the Government proposes, by 2022, to develop and begin implementation of a State sponsored supplementary retirement savings system in which workers will be automatically enrolled. It is envisaged that the assessment and design phase will be completed in 2019 with legislation brought forward to give effect to auto-enrolment in Q1 2020. A draft or ‘strawman’ auto-enrolment system design is expected to be published this quarter for public consultation. Potential features put forward for consultation may include:The inclusion of all private sector employees without existing private pension coverage once over certain age and income thresholds yet to be decided (e.g. 23 years of age and €20,000 per year).Opt-in and opt-out provisions Contributions into the system will be made by both workers and employers and the State will top up contributions. Employers could be asked to match worker contributions euro for euro subject to an eventual upper limit on employer contributions of 6% of gross salary. Similarly, the State might match worker contributions on a 1:3 basis. Importantly, any contributions made by the State will replace, rather than augment existing tax reliefs.Retirement benefits accrued under the  system will become payable at the same age as the State pension becomes payable.Workers with pre-existing personal or occupational pension arrangements will be able to retain those arrangementsFrom the perspective of DC trustees, auto-enrolment should have no impact for schemes with compulsory membership and where contribution rates already exceed the minimum auto-enrolment threshold. However, for schemes with voluntary membership or with particularly low contribution rates, DC trustees will need to be prepared for an influx of membership and the associated governance, communication and administrative requirements that accompany same.  This assumes that employees are enrolled into the existing DC scheme and not directed by employers into a State sponsored or appointed provider Master Trust arrangement.With regard to Strand 3 of the Roadmap, which focuses on Improving Governance and Regulation, the Government, with recommendations from the Pensions Authority following the consultation conducted in 2016, has identified a long list of measures which it believes are necessary to provide a more coherent and transparent environment for private pension provision. At a high level, this will entail:Firstly, reducing the large number of DC pension schemes in operation in Ireland and also the range of pension vehicles available. Married to this is an intention to harmonise the differing benefit and taxation rules between pension vehicles. The Roadmap envisages that retirement provision by smaller employers will increasingly be through Master Trusts or pension contracts. The implication is that the future of small DC schemes as independent trusts is uncertain and trustees of such schemes should keep themselves of appraised of developments in this area. The harmonisation of rules between different types of pension vehicles is clearly to be welcomed but, again, should be prepared for the work that will be required in order to implement any agreed changes and communicate these to members.Secondly, the Roadmap envisages the implementation of a revised regulatory framework which will require higher standards in the management and governance of pension schemes. There is a strong focus on the introduction of standards for trustees and compliance will be necessary in order for schemes to attain ‘authorised status’ from the Pensions Authority (and this will apply to both new and existing schemes). These measures include fitness and probity benchmarks (or ‘fit and proper’ tests) for trustees and annual CPD requirements standards. Trustees will also be required to have appropriate knowledge and experience both individually and collectively. In terms of the operation of trustee boards, new membership rules will be enforced such that trustee boards must consist of a minimum of two trustees, where at least one has a mandatory minimum trustee qualification at level seven in the  National Framework of Qualifications and at least one other trustee would have at least two years’ experience of acting as a trustee. Sole corporate trustees will also have to comply with these knowledge and experience requirements and the Pensions Authority will have the power to remove trustees who do not comply. New governance codes and standards will be published by the Pensions Authority which will detail appropriate governance and management structures including various policies, for example, remuneration policies and internal control policies, along with procedures to ensure that all such policies are complied with and reviewed regularly. Finally, the publication of legislation for implementing the IORP II Directive is tabled for the end of Q3 2018 and this is keenly awaited by both trustees and their professional advisors. The trustee qualification requirements included in the Roadmap, and already covered, are a key change envisaged by IORP II. In addition, IORP II, depending on the interpretation for national implementation, will likely entail the introduction of new risk management rules and policies, such as an internal audit function and own risk assessments. The two other major changes arising from the implementation of IORP II, from a DC trustee governance perspective, will be (a) whether and how ESG and climate change factors are accounted for in the investment approach and (b) who and what trustees will communicate with / to, for example, there may be a requirement to issue annual benefit statements to deferred members from January 2019.So, that’s a whistle-stop tour of the DC governance environment as was, and has yet to be! I’m now going to hand you over to my colleague, Shane Horgan, who will (agree with Shane how he wants his section introduced)
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Trends in the Irish DC pensions market
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Key priorities that we’re hearing! 
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 A Master Trust is a multi-employer Defined 
Contribution (DC) scheme

 Each employer has its own section

 Single professional, corporate trustee
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So what is a master trust?
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The search for the right Master Trust
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In a DC world that seems to change month by month, what should an employer be looking for in a Master Trust?To us, we believe a good Master Trust should have a high-calibre trustee board focussed on providing excellent governance.It should provide high quality investment options which are simple, intuitive, and easy for members to pick from.Quality of communications is key to ensuring members understand and engage with the pension.Finally, it must provide value for money – both for your firm and your members.
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A final slide from me!
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DC and Master Trusts
Lessons learned from the UK experience

Neil McPherson
Managing Director
Capital Cranfield

INSERT PHOTO



AE drove MTs in the UK

• MTs are now an established and growing part of UK DC.

• 2012 introduction of AE initiated Klondike Gold Rush of 
MTs.

• Scheme of choice for AE (> 10m new savers).

• Knock-on effect on established trust based DC switching 
to MT. Large employers prefer trust to contract.

23



However …

• Rapid increase in distributor MTs: 2013/14.
• Available MTs grew to over 100.
• Three broad types of MT emerged:

– New AE members (eg Nest, Now, Peoples Pensions, Smart)
– Workplace Pensions (eg Aon, Mercer, SL, L&G etc.)
– Niche providers (linked to IFAs, fund managers etc.)

• Many MTs unsustainable as they would never reach critical 
mass.

• Leading to potential member loss on closure.



The Regulator becomes interested

• Unlike DB, no PPF for DC.
• AE cannot be seen to fail.
• MTs account for over 10m AE members (big five account 

for vast majority).
• Risk of market failure with over capacity.
• Regulator intervention needed to protect members in 

smaller, ‘riskier’ schemes.



The Regulator takes action …

• tPR focuses on driving Darwinian consolidation in MT sector:
– Steps to raise the governance bar
– Mandatory three independent/professional trustees
– Fit and Proper Tests for ITs
– Empirical approach to governance requirements
– Only schemes with MAF (Master trust assurance framework) appear 

on tPR website
– Direct dialogue with all MTs
– Actively encourages market consolidation

• This leads to…



Master Trust authorisation

• All MT schemes have to apply for authorisation
from 1 October 2018.

• One shot. Miss and you‘re out.
• Expected to reduce number of MTs to under 50.
• Consolidation already underway.
• Requirements are extremely challenging to providers.



What does authorisation cover?

• Key roles
• Fitness and propriety
• Systems and processes
• Continuity strategy
• Scheme founder
• Sustainability
• Business plan



What will authorisation achieve?

• A sustainable market backed by providers with assets to 
cover any wind-up.

• Better governance (fitness and propriety).
• Objective evidence of operational capabilities.
• Security for members.



Capital Cranfield experience

• As provider of ITs for MTs:
– Regulations require three ITs per MT – company or individual.
– Comprehensive DC Chair Statements area of particular focus.
– Strict application across all governance requirements.
– Problems with hybrid schemes/AVCs.

• As a user of MTs:
– Small company – 16 staff.
– Legacy stakeholder scheme.
– AE requirements led to MT choice.
– Wide choice, but not all providers were interested or suitable.

30



Implications for Trustees

• End of Trust based DC exaggerated – corporate culture remains important
…but

• UK experience is one way, towards a consolidating MT market.
• MTs do shift member into a commercial arrangement (but with independent governance).
• Many advantages accrue from scale and professional approach of the right MT:

– VFM
– Transparency and transaction costs
– Default strategy
– Buying power
– Member communications and engagement
– Millennials and generation Z work style / expectations
– Administration and use of technology (financial planning tools etc.)
– Independent oversight and governance
– Post-retirement: ‘Freedom and Choice’ now a key part of MT offering

31



Thank you
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